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Best Performing Companies

ASSAS FOR PRODUCTS CO.LTD
ARAB UNION INTL INSURANCE
DEERA INVESTMENT & REAL ESTA
FIRST JORDAN INVESTMENT CO
PROFESSIONAL FOR REAL ESTAT

Worst Performing Companies
% Change
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3.03

Top Traded Companies by Volume (Shares)
SURA DEVELOPMENT AND INVESTM
SPECIALIZED INVESTMENT COMPO
RUM TOURIST TRANSPORTATION C
INTERMEDIATE PETROCHEMICHALS
JORDAN PIPES MANUFACTURING
* Source: Bloomberg

1,232,357
581,750
295,720
290,240
246,557

COMPREHENSIVE LAND DEVELOPME
JORDAN PHOSPHATE MINES
TUHAMA FOR FINANCIAL INVESTM
INJAZ FOR DEVELOPMENT AND PR
EMMAR INVESTMENTS & REAL EST

% Change
(4.00)
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Top Traded Companies by Value (JOD)
SPECIALIZED INVESTMENT COMPO
SURA DEVELOPMENT AND INVESTM
JORDAN PIPES MANUFACTURING
RUM TOURIST TRANSPORTATION C
INTERMEDIATE PETROCHEMICHALS

588,812
536,522
518,574
204,047
175,613

Macroeconomic & Corporate News
King urges high-quality, smooth delivery of municipal services
His Majesty King Abdullah on Sunday, during a visit to the Greater Amman Municipality (GAM), stressed that citizens have the right
to receive high-quality services through easy procedures.His Majesty also highlighted the importance of acquainting citizens with
updates on work progress in GAM-implemented projects, especially those related to the public transport sector, according to a
Royal Court statement.King Abdullah had a first-hand look at achievements realised in implementing GAM plans aimed at
improving services presented to citizens, especially those related to the public transport and electronic transformation.

‘Majority of workers in Jordan are not paid enough to afford a decent life
Working conditions in the Kingdom remain "far from the decent work standards" and continue to deteriorate in several economic
sectors, according to a position paper issued on Sunday by the Phenix Centre for Economic and Informatics Studies in cooperation
with the German Friedrich Ebert Foundation. The paper was issued on the occasion of World Day for Decent Work, held annually
by the International Trade Union Confederation on October 7, with the aim of mobilising trade unions across the globe to promote
decent work standards. According to the definition by the International Labour Organisation (ILO), decent work "sums up the
aspirations of people in their working lives", involving opportunities for productive work positions that deliver "a fair income,
security in the workplace and social protection for families, better prospects for personal development and social integration,
freedom for people to express their concerns, organise and participate in the decisions that affect their lives and equality of
opportunity and treatment for all women and men".

Farmers worried ‘cheated’ olive oil could drive customers away from local producers
The JD120 million olive and olive oil agricultural industry faces major challenges ahead of the olive harvesting season, including
“the selling of cheated olive oil”, spokesperson for the Jordanian Farmers Union Nedal Samaeen, told The Jordan Times on
Sunday.“The olive trees sector occupies around 77 per cent of the total lands for fruitful trees, in addition to contributing around
JD120 million to the GDP,” said Mahmoud Oran, general manager of the Jordan Olive Oil Producers Association.In addition to
generating income, the olive tree sector also has “a cultural sentiment” in people’s minds, added Oran.However, the upcoming
olive harvesting season has sparked talk about the challenges that the sector still faces, and unoriginal olive oil being sold is one of
them.“The biggest problem we face is that some con artists have skilfully blended various oils and chemical substances together to
trick citizens into purchasing cheated oil,” an agricultural engineer who preferred to remain unnamed, told The Jordan Times on
Sunday.
* Source: Bloomberg, Jordan Times, Zawya

Disclaimer
Awraq Investments and its affiliates obtain information from sources they believe to be reliable, but do not warrant its accuracy or
fitness for a particular purpose, and disclaim for themselves and their information providers all liability arising from the use.
The Information in this publication is provided in good faith for informational purposes only. The information provided is not offered
as tax, legal, or investment advice, or an offer to buy or sell securities or otherwise. The information provided in this publication may
be displayed and printed for your personal, non-commercial use only. You may not reproduce, re-transmit, distribute, disseminate,
sell, publish, broadcast, or circulate the information in any form or media to anyone, without the expressed written consent of Awraq
Investments.
Awraq Investments is not liable for any loss resulting from any action taken or reliance made by any person on any information or
material posted by it. You should make your own inquiries and seek independent advice from relevant industry professionals before
acting or relying on any information or material made available to you in this publication. You rely on this information at your own
risk.
Awraq Investments, its subsidiaries, parent, and/or any connected parties, may act or trade and/or enter into any transaction that
maybe inconsistent or disregard any information contained herein.

